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Good afternoon!
This week’s Working has a lot of reminders since it seems as though most of the staff is still on vacation.
Speaking of being away, I strongly encourage you to set “Out of the Office” messages. There is a lot going on and it
is a lot easier to be patient with requests if you know someone is away.
Reminders:
1. I hope you will be joining the overdue welcome for Chynnea Ford, HR Specialist, on Monday, July 26 at 1:30.
2. On Tuesday the 27th Tony and James will be presenting on the new Region 1 RML and the Network Web
Services Office (NWSO). They will let us know what is new and possible directions for our newly configured
region. And just what is a NWSO anyway?
3. The Values Task Force is really shaping up. Nancy Patterson is chairing the review/rewrite and Tara, Anna‐
Marie, Steve will be joining her on the Task Force. It would be nice to have representation from Services and
CATS as well. Their charge is to realign the past HSHSL Values Statement with the new UMB values.
Strategic Directions:
1. The Division and Department Heads have been strategizing on how to effectively develop the 2021‐2026
HSHSL Strategic Plan. The HSHSL plan needs to align with UMB’s and SMART Goals (Specific, Measurable,
Achievable/Attainable, Relevant/Realistic, Time‐bound/related) will be developed for each of the six new
UMB Themes. We need to meet with HSHSL staff and with key stakeholders and it needs to be completed by
December 30. More information will be forthcoming.
2. I had a great meeting with the HSHSL DEI Committee. They have some exciting ideas and ambitious plans for
the upcoming year and plan to have a staff meeting to introduce their program ideas later this summer.
Working survey:
1. Not much more to comment on here. One comment that I can comment on is my inclusion of kudos and that
I miss some things that should be called out. True. However, I rely on the Division/Department Heads or even
individuals to share accomplishments in their areas. I don’t seek them out. If I hear about them I include
them. I also appreciated the many comments on how much you enjoy the humor.
So, speaking of humor:
You have to think about this one:
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put it right into my veins

I wish to partake n he Racflation
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Therapy.

Have a good weekend, all!
Stay safe and well –
Best –
M.J.
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